[Variations of B- and T-lymphocytes in the peripheral blood and variations of the stimulability of cyclic nucleotides in the T-lymphocytes of patients suffering from malignant melanoma (author's transl)].
The portion of B- and T-lymphocytes at the whole white blood count have been estimated in patients with malignant melanoma. An elevation of the B-lymphocytes and a decrease of the T-lymphocytes could be observed in comparison to controls. The CAMP and CGMP level in lymphocytes of patients suffering from melanoma shows a correlation to the degree of metastasing changes. The cyclic nucleotides by mealanoma patients are influenced differently than by normal persons, after addition of physiologic stimulators (isoproterenole, PGE, PGF, acetylcholine). The beta-adrenergic system shows a decreased stimulability and the cholinergic system an increased one depending upon the disease stage in comparison to controls.